Maryland Lottery®
My Lottery Rewards™
EVERLASTING MILLION
Second Chance Promotion
Drawing Rules
OVERVIEW:
Beginning any time on Monday, March 22, 2021, until 11:59:59 PM on Monday, September 6, 2021, players can enter the
EVERLASTING MILLION Second Chance Promotion (“Promotion”) offered by the Maryland State Lottery and Gaming Control Agency
(“Lottery” or “Maryland Lottery”) for a chance to win one (1) of eight (8) prizes of a trip to Las Vegas, Nevada (“Trip Prize”) to participate
in the EVERLASTING MILLION CHALLENGE™ (“CHALLENGE”). Enter at mdlottery.com/goldenticket through My Lottery Rewards
(“MLR”) at mdlottery.com/rewards, or through the MLR App any non-winning WILLY WONKA GOLDEN TICKET™ (Game #526,
$10 ticket) from the Maryland Lottery® and/or any other ticket specified by the Lottery (collectively, “Tickets”; singular “Ticket”).
The Lottery will conduct a series of eight (8) second chance drawings (“Drawings”; singular “Drawing”) throughout the Promotion. One
(1) Trip Prize will be awarded for each Drawing.
For each Drawing: Entries must be entered for a specific Drawing by 11:59:59 PM Eastern Time on the announced Drawing Entry
Deadline date to be eligible for that Drawing. (In these Rules, all times are Eastern Time.) Entries are not cumulative. Each Drawing must
be entered individually to participate in that Drawing. See the Drawing Chart below for Drawing Entry Deadlines, Drawing Dates,
Number of Winners, Prizes and Claiming Deadlines. These are bonus Drawings and bonus prizes.
Internet access and a valid email address are required to enter this Promotion and its Drawings. Mailed entries will not be accepted. You
may enter as often as you like; but you may only win once throughout this Promotion and only one winner per residence address is
allowed throughout this Promotion.
You do not need to keep your original ticket to claim your prize if you win. (Players and winners are sometimes referred to as “you” and
“your”.) Qualifying entries come from one (1) Ticket. Players will automatically receive from one (1) to five (5) entries per Ticket into the
Promotion, including the CHALLENGE. A Ticket may only be used one time.
To enter, you must be 18 years of age or older. All winners must be at least 18 years of age.
SECOND CHANCE INSTANT ANIMATED REVEAL (“Animated Reveal”):
• Players entering Tickets into My Lottery Rewards (“MLR”) will be prompted to view the Animated Reveal.
• After entering Tickets, players will get to view an Animated Reveal which will randomly award an entry or entries to the player
for the upcoming Drawing or an Instant Win Trip Prize.
• The Animated Reveal only occurs after submitting an eligible Ticket.
• The Animated Reveal automatically plays through without any player interaction.
• You are not required to view the Animated Reveal when entering your Tickets. You may choose to bypass the Animated
Reveal to directly reveal the number of entries your Ticket earned or whether an Instant Win Trip Prize has been awarded.
• You will still receive progress towards MLR achievements and the second-chance entries associated with each Ticket
entered, even if you opt out of the Animated Reveal.
• If an Instant Win Trip Prize is randomly revealed and awarded, it shall be identical to the Trip Prize described in the
Prize Description below.
PRIZE DESCRIPTION:
Trip Prize:
Eight (8) Winners, one (1) from each of the eight (8) Drawings, will be selected to win a Trip Prize. The Trip Prize will take place in or
about the summer of 2022. The Trip Prize and/or event dates are subject to change. Each Trip Prize will include:
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A four (4) day, three (3) night trip for two, Winner (“Winner”) and one guest, to Las Vegas, Nevada;
Roundtrip coach airfare for up to two (2) people from any U.S. International airport to McCarran International Airport in Las
Vegas (inclusive of all associated security fees, taxes and surcharges);
All ground transfers between McCarran International Airport and the destination hotel and between Contractor (defined below)
hosted events;
One (1) double occupancy room accommodations (room and room tax only) at a 3-star or better hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada,
for three (3) nights. The winner or guest must have a valid credit card or shall be required to post a cash deposit for incidentals
to check into the hotel;
One thousand dollars ($1,000) spending money for the Winner, less any State Obligations, to be provided by check two (2)
weeks prior to the scheduled trip departure date;
Admission to the CHALLENGE theater/venue for the Winner and guest. The Winner, or duly authorized proxy, shall have one
(1) chance to participate in the CHALLENGE to win a cash prize of at least one thousand dollars ($1,000) up to a lifetime prize
of one million dollars ($1,000,000) a year as described below.
The Trip Prize does not include mileage, insurance, gratuities, meals, parking fees, baggage fees, alcoholic beverages (other
than those served without charge at any reception and/or party), personal expenses such as telephone calls, valet service,
laundry, incidentals and the like, revision or cancellation fees which may be charged by the hotel or other suppliers, or any
other items not expressly specified herein.

Estimated Trip Prize Value: $7,500
EVERLASTING MILLION CHALLENGE™
The Winner (‘Participant” or an assigned proxy) shall participate as a contestant in the Contractor’s CHALLENGE together with
Participants from other participating lottery jurisdictions. There are three (3) rounds (each a “ROUND”). Rounds 1 and 2 are elimination
Rounds.
ROUND #1 GOLDEN EGG™: All Participants (each a “GOLDEN EGG Finalist”) will participate in ROUND #1. ROUND #1 reduces the
number of GOLDEN EGG™ Finalists down to five (5) EVERLASTING GOBSTOPPER™ Finalists. The eliminated GOLDEN EGG™
Finalists may win a cash prize between $1,000 to $25,000.
ROUND #2 EVERLASTING GOBSTOPPER™: ROUND #2 reduces the five (5) EVERLASTING GOBSTOPPER™ Finalists down to one
(1) GOLDEN TICKET Finalist. The four (4) eliminated EVERLASTING GOBSTOPPER™ Finalists may win a cash prize between
$30,000 and $1,000,000; and
ROUND #3 GOLDEN TICKET: The final one (1) GOLDEN TICKET Finalist has a chance to win a prize between $1,000,000 and a
lifetime annuity prize of $1,000,000 a year or a guaranteed one-time $40,000,000 cash payment.
Each ROUND will be played separately. Click EVERLASTING MILLION CHALLENGE™ OFFICIAL CONTEST DETAILS for more
information.
Additional Conditions:
• Participant must be 21 years or older per Nevada State Law to play the CHALLENGE. If you are under the age of twenty-one
(21), you may pre-designate a proxy, or one will be chosen for you, to play the CHALLENGE on your behalf. You will receive
any cash prize(s) won by the proxy on the CHALLENGE (less applicable tax withholdings);
• Participant and guest shall be required to comply with the Department of Homeland Security’s REAL ID Act and all other
programs to attend the CHALLENGE.
• Participant’s guest may sit with the Participant but will not be eligible to participate in the CHALLENGE unless they have been
designated as the Participant’s proxy.
• Participant will be mailed the official event details concerning the CHALLENGE prior to their Trip Prize departure.
• All CHALLENGE Rounds will be audited by an independent auditor.
• Cash prizes of $1,000,000 or more are paid as an annuity or may be paid as a lump sum payment to the applicable Participant.
• The Lifetime Prize of $1 Million a Year will be paid as a lifetime annuity (unless the cash payment option is selected),
specifically in the form of an upfront payment of $1,000,000 with annual $1,000,000 payments made thereafter on the
anniversary of the initial upfront payment installment payment date for the life of the GOLDEN TICKET Finalist Winner. The
lifetime annuity prize payments will terminate upon the death of the GOLDEN TICKET Finalist Winner unless the GOLDEN
TICKET Finalist Winner dies before receiving at least $20,000,000 in total payments, then the remaining balance (i.e.
$20,000,000 less the total amount already paid) will be paid to such Winner’s estate or heir(s) in one lump-sum upon
presentation of proof of death by the executor of the estate or heir(s). If the GOLDEN TICKET Finalist wins the Lifetime Prize,
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the GOLDEN TICKET Finalist may elect to receive a lump-sum, one-time payment of $40,000,000 in lieu of the $1 Million a
Year annuity stream.
Contractor will issue a W-2G to you for the prize amounts won during the CHALLENGE and provide a copy to the Maryland
Lottery.
The total amount of cash won, less tax withholdings and any State Obligations, during the CHALLENGE by the Participant will
be mailed to the Participant within twenty-one (21) business days after the Winner’s departure from Las Vegas.
All prizes won by you will be subject to the Maryland Lottery’s outstanding State Obligations procedures (See Claiming below
regarding outstanding State Obligations).

•
•
•

DRAWING SCHEDULE

DRAWING DATE

# OF
WINNERS

EACH
PRIZE

CLAIMING DEADLINES
FOR WINNERS &
ALTERNATES
4:30 PM ON:

Monday, 4/12/21

Tuesday, 4/13/21

1

Trip Prize

May 13, 2021;
Alternate June 14, 2021

4/13/21

Monday, 5/3/21

Tuesday, 5/4/21

1

Trip Prize

June 3, 2021;
Alternate July 6, 2021

3

5/4/21

Monday, 5/24/21

Tuesday, 5/25/21

1

Trip Prize

June 24, 2021;
Alternate July 26, 2021

4

5/25/21

Monday, 6/14/21

Tuesday, 6/15/21

1

Trip Prize

July 15, 2021;
Alternate August 16, 2021

5

6/15/21

Monday, 7/5/21

Tuesday, 7/6/21

1

Trip Prize

6

7/6/21

Monday, 7/26/21

Tuesday, 7/27/21

1

Trip Prize

7

7/27/21

Monday, 8/16/21

Tuesday 8/17/21

1

Trip Prize

September 16, 2021;
Alternate October 18, 2021

8

8/17/21

Monday, 9/6/21

Tuesday, 9/7/21

1

Trip Prize

October 7, 2021
Alternate November 8,
2021

START DATE

DRAWING ENTRY
DEADLINE
11:59:59 PM ON:

1

3/22/21

2

DRAWING
NUMBER

August 5, 2021
Alternate September 7,
2021
August 26, 2021
Alternate September 27,
2021

All Winners, including alternate winners (“Alternates” or “Alternate”), must claim your prize by 4:30 PM on the respective
claiming deadlines shown above.
CLAIMING:
Winners must claim your prize as follows:
You will be advised, at the time of notification, of claiming procedures and reminded of claiming deadlines. Claiming deadlines for
winners, including Alternates, are included in the chart above.
• Winners must claim their prize in person by 4:30 PM of the claiming deadline date and as otherwise described within these
Rules at the Maryland Lottery Baltimore Customer Resource Center, Montgomery Park Business Center, 1800 Washington
Boulevard, Suite 330, Baltimore, MD 21230.
• If a Winner refuses the Trip Prize, has been disqualified, or by the relevant claiming deadline has not claimed, submitted all
required documentation, and information, including completing associated waivers, and been confirmed and validated as
eligible, then an Alternate winner may be selected. Alternates must claim by 4:30 PM of the claiming deadline designated for
Alternates. The winner and their guest may be subject to a background investigation along with the eligibility verification. A
decision to replace a winner is within the sole discretion and judgement of the Maryland Lottery. Once the decision to proceed
with an Alternate is made, the person who was previously selected as a winner is no longer entitled to a prize. Alternates must
claim by 4:30 PM of the claiming deadline designated for that Alternate.
• Winners must furnish photo I.D. proof of being at least 18 years of age.
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During a State of Emergency:
o Winners of prizes valued at over $1,000 and winners of experiential prizes (including travel prizes), who must normally
claim their prize in person at Maryland Lottery Headquarters (same address as stated above), may be allowed to claim by
mail, email or fax with documentation as required by the Lottery for that type of prize and for that Drawing.
o Claiming deadlines are as follows:
 Winner must claim within 30 days of written final notification from the MLGCA.
 If an Alternate winner is needed, they will have 30 days from the time of notification to claim the Trip Prize.
You do not have the option to request or receive a substitute or equivalent prize for any prize.
In the event of a winner’s death or inability to partake of the prize, the Lottery will make a determination about the awarding of
the prize. The Lottery’s decision will be final.

State Obligations
If you win a prize and you owe State Obligations, which include but are not limited to child support and/or certain other obligations to a
State agency or other governmental entity, then:
1. If you owe less than $1,000 (the cash portion of the Trip Prize) the cash portion of the prize ($1,000) will be applied first to those
State Obligations.
2. If you owe more than $1,000, you have options:
a. The Lottery will apply the $1,000 of the prize to your State Obligations and you pay the rest within 5 days; or
b. You can decline the prize and sign a Refusal of Prize and Waiver and Release of All Liability, and an Alternate may be
selected; or
c. If you do not pay off all of those outstanding State Obligations within five (5) business days of claiming the prize, then you will
be disqualified and an Alternate may be selected. See MLR Terms of Use for further provisions.
Scientific Games International, Inc.(“SGI”) on behalf of itself and its wholly-owned subsidiary MDI Entertainment, LLC (“MDI”)
(collectively, “Contractor”) will completely fulfill the Trip Prize, including all cash prizes won during the CHALLENGE. Contractor will pay
the estimated State and Federal tax withholdings for the Trip Prize, including all cash prizes won during the CHALLENGE, and you will
receive a W-2G form from Contractor for these prizes. All amounts paid to you or on your behalf will be included in your reportable
income. You will be taxed on those amounts. All winners are responsible for all taxes, including income taxes.
ADDITIONAL RULES:
If the Winner is traveling via air and fails to appear at the designated time and place of departure (excluding flight delays), Contractor will
use reasonable efforts to reschedule the flight at the expense of the winner. If Contractor is not able to reschedule the flight, then the
Winner will not participate in the trip portion of the Trip Prize (air travel, lodging and ground transfers); however, a proxy will be appointed
to play the CHALLENGE for the Winner, and the Winner shall receive any prizes won by the proxy (less applicable tax withholdings and
State Obligations).
If the Winner fails to check into the hotel when he or she arrives in Las Vegas, Contractor will use reasonable efforts to reschedule the
reservation. If Contractor is unable to reschedule the reservation the balance of the trip portion of the Trip Prize shall be forfeited with the
exception of the return air travel and the $1,000 cash portion, less any tax withholdings; however, a proxy will be appointed to play the
CHALLENGE for the Winner, and the Winner shall receive any prizes won by the proxy (less any applicable tax withholdings and State
Obligations).
If the Winner fails to arrive for his or her scheduled participation in the CHALLENGE, the Winner forfeits the right to personally participate
in the CHALLENGE as a Finalist; however, a proxy will be appointed to play the CHALLENGE for the Winner, and the Winner shall
receive any prizes won by the proxy (less any tax withholdings and State Obligations).
In the event a Winner is unable to attend the Trip Prize due to unforeseen and reasonable circumstances, the balance of the Trip Prize
shall be forfeited with the exception of the $1,000 cash portion of the Trip Prize (less any applicable tax withholdings); however, a proxy
will be appointed to play the CHALLENGE, and the winner will receive any prizes won by the proxy (less any tax withholdings and State
Obligations).
If Winner ends participation in the Trip Prize, either the whole Trip Prize or any portion of the Trip Prize, after claiming said prize, Winner
shall be deemed to have taken ownership of the entire Trip Prize, and the full claimed value of the entire Trip Prize (including the value of
the travel portion) shall be reported to the IRS. Winner will be responsible for any additional state or federal taxes resulting from the
claimed Trip Prize, above and beyond those taxes withheld, reported and paid on the winner’s behalf by Contractor to the appropriate
agencies.
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In addition to those included in the Terms of Use, the following may not participate in the Promotion or its Drawings: Any officer or
employee of Warner Brothers Consumer Products Inc. and/or any of its parent companies, subsidiaries, or subcontractors; and/or any
member or such officer or employee’s immediate family (spouse or domestic partner, child, parent, parent-in-law, or sibling) who resides
in the same residence as the officer or employee.
For questions or assistance, visit the MLR website at mdlottery.com/rewards, go to the Help Menu tab and select Member Feedback, or
you may call the MLR toll-free hotline number, 1-800-201-0108.
All aspects of this Promotion are governed by these Drawing Rules (“Rules”), The Maryland Lottery My Lottery Rewards™ Terms of Use
(“Terms of Use”) and the Maryland State Lottery and Gaming Control Agency My Lottery Rewards Official Rules and Conditions of
Eligibility (Points for Prizes®/Points for Drawings/2nd Chance Drawings/Subscriptions), (Official Rules”) as amended, apply to this
Promotion.
If any discrepancy exists between these Rules and other material describing the Promotion or anything related thereto, these Rules shall
prevail.
Void where prohibited by law.
WILLY WONKA & THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY and all related characters and elements © &™ Warner Bros. Entertainment, Inc. (s21)

Please play responsibly. For help, visit mdgamblinghelp.org or call 1-800-426-2537.
Must be 18 years or older to play.
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